ENERGY SITES HELPED BY DISKEEPER
“Diskeeper immediately defragmented my drive and kept it clean. I like it. I used it on my own
primary workstation and appreciate the consistent performance improvement of the features
offered in the product. It is an excellent tool. IntelliWrite is doing a good job.”
Henry Hirasaki, Systems Administrator, Entergy
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“There is without a doubt a big difference in performance after you have defragmented a hard
drive. I do recommend the Automatic defrag to others, especially if they are still using Windows
XP. The defrag in Win XP is worthless. The Windows 7 defrag is better but Diskeeper is still far better.
Diskeeper has more options and gives you much more information, but the best thing is the
IntelliWrite technology which prevents fragmentation.
“I think Diskeeper is great. Our biggest reason for poor performance was machines that were
fragmented. Now it does not matter if the users know how to defrag or not, because Diskeeper runs
in the background automatically and they don’t even know.”
Kurt Kammerer, COO, Salt River Project

“Diskeeper is a great product that helps maintain the integrity of our systems. We have over 5,000
computers in our corporation and Diskeeper helps keep our computers running efficiently. The ease
of use is also a huge bonus.”
“We run Diskeeper on every machine in our corporation including servers. It’s part of the standard
image for our desktops and standard setup on all our servers. Without such a product, over time
performance will deteriorate to unacceptable levels reducing efficiency and causing frustration in
the end user community. This situation cannot be allowed and Diskeeper is a silent sentinel taking
one concern away from our client services people, freeing them to work on other issues.
“The foremost reason I’m pleased with Diskeeper is how little I need to interact with it. The install
was as simple as it gets. IntelliWrite uses minimal system resources and does its job without being
in your face. The Diskeeper Server provides an administrator that extra tool to provide performance
throughout the day with a product that has the intelligence to only use available resources.”
Mark Lecuyer, Distribution Applications, Engineering Systems Department, Manitoba Hydro

“Love the Diskeeper product. It is easy, quiet and runs on its’ own! We run mostly Windows 2008
servers and Diskeeper is working quite well, in the back ground and silently doing its job.”
Jim Smith, Network Administrator, Braintree Electric Light Department
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“Diskeeper was recommended by our software vendor for his voice recording product. I am
responsible for the deployment of Diskeeper in our Voice Logger project for our call centers starting
this month. So far the installations of the product were limited to a lab environment. Diskeeper is a
very efficient tool to defrag the voice recordings.
“I have had a pilot project running in the field and again, Diskeeper is working very well. It is easy to
set up. The real time defrag has a very light footprint and does not impact the server performance.”
Sylvain Trudeau, Technicien Expert, Hydro Quebec

“I use the Automatic defrag so use of Diskeeper is very easy. We are seeing very good results and
the files are more efficiently organized on the disks than before. We use Diskeeper in a data
warehouse environment. It means that every night we delete a lot of datasets and we re-created a
lot of new datasets. The disks were always very fragmented. With the Windows defrag tool it was not
possible to defragment the disks in a fast way. The programs that use this data warehouse require
fast disk access. That's why a well-organized disk is important for us. With Diskeeper we can
reorganize the disk quickly and keep it well organized.”
Bertrand Dockier, Service Public Federal Economie Belgium
“Our issues prior to installing Diskeeper were numerous support calls for slow computers, which our
first response would be to run the Windows built-in defragmenter. This provided an increase in the
workstation’s performance. After operating for years this way, we finally were convinced we needed
to use something more robust than the built-in defrag tool. We purchased Diskeeper for the entire
organization and to this day we have not manually run defrag utilities. The “Set It and Forget It”
features in Diskeeper work great and we really do forget it up until time to upgrade.”
Bill Russell, IT Manager, PetroQuest Energy, LLC

“I set up Diskeeper on our servers and it has been a great product because it just works and I never
had to do manual defrag tasks ever again.
“We don’t track metrics on our systems as we have beefy servers. It’s more a matter of
reliability. We only truly care about our servers remaining active 100% of the time due to the critical
nature of our environments.
“I know for certain that having our RAID arrays defragmented regularly improves both reliability and
performance. I know that we have had fewer hard drive-related failures since we installed
Diskeeper. I recommend Diskeeper to anyone, including my friends.”
Adam Dawson, Network Administrator, Chelan Public Utilities District
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